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 Figure 1: This project aims to automatically detect and track the jockeys around the turning point of the horse race. The
turning point is where the heading direction of jockeys is starting to changes. The sample of turning points are shown on the
left side of the figure and the final output of tracking is shown in the right image.
ABSTRACT
This project aims to detect and track jockeys at the turning point of
the horse races. The detection and tracking of the objects is a very
challenging task in a crowded environment such as horse racing due
to occlusion. However, in the horse race, the jockeys follow each
other’s paths and move as a slowly changing group. This group
dynamic gives an important cue to approximate the location of
obscured jockeys. This paper proposes a novel approach to handle
occlusion by the integration of the group dynamic into jockeys
tracking framework. The experimental result shows the effect of
group dynamics on the tracking performance against partial and
full occlusions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Today sports analysis systems draw the attention of many commer-
cial entities and are providing many opportunities for computer
vision researchers to study and develop automated sports analy-
sis systems. The primary objective of sports video analysis is to
interpret low-level visual features to high-level semantics that can
be understood by the end user. To interpret low-level visual fea-
tures, the use of prior knowledge is needed. Sport events have a
well-defined content structure with predefined regulations which
are known to the audience in advance [23]. The prior knowledge
can be grouped into two categories: production knowledge and
domain knowledge [24]. Production knowledge refers to the in-
formation gained from the video production, such as the camera
angle and shot type (e.g. close view shot, far view shot). In contrast,
the domain knowledge refers to the structure of the game or the
property of the key event in the particular sport (e.g. turning point
in horse racing; penalty or corner in soccer). Moreover, most sports
analysis systems are rule based. These rules are obtain based on
prior knowledge and they are specific to the sport in question.
The complexity of a sports video analysis system depends on the
semantic level of interpretation which categorizes into (1) event
detection and (2) high-level analysis [10, 33]. Event detection al-
gorithms are designed to extract a particular event from the sport
video, such as a penalty or goals. A high-level analysis system usu-
ally deals with extracting high-level semantics, such as contenders’
movement, player skill and team strategy. High-level analysis is
mostly involved with object detection and tracking. The detection
and tracking of the objects is very challenging task in a crowded
environment such as horse racing due to occlusion. Occlusion is
a fundamental problem in computer vision that can significantly
impair performance of object tracking and detection. In cluttered
environments, objects might fully or partially be occluded by other
obstacles. These obstacles can be the background elements or other
tracked objects [27, 35].
Here we proposed a domain-specific tracking framework to
tackle the occlusion problem in horse racing. In horse racing, jock-
eys race around a circular track and the camera typically follows
them. Hence, the jockeys relative to each other tend to move as a
slowly changing group. This homogeneous characteristic of jockeys
is useful to continually track jockeys under partial and full occlu-
sion. This group property, which is called the group dynamic in
this paper, is thoroughly investigated in physiological, the physical
and social studies [12, 16, 32]. This paper proposes a novel solution
to handle the occlusion problem by integrating the group dynamic
into the jockey tracking framework.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Related
work and the challenges are explored in section 2. In section 3 we
propose our framework for automated analysis of horse race videos.
Section 4 examines the performance of the proposed system and
finally section 5 has closing remarks.
2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM
STATEMENT
2.1 Problem of Tracking in Occlusion
Over past the few decades various approaches have been proposed
for object tracking [1, 5, 8, 14, 18, 19, 21, 34]. Among them the
mean-shift and tracking-by-detection have proven to be reliable in
a wide range of applications. Mean-shift [1, 5, 8] is a non-parametric
technique for finding the mode of a probability density function
by using gradient ascent to find the local maxima of a likelihood
distribution. The mean-shift based trackers are prone to failure,
when 1) the object and background have similar features causing
the gradient ascent to get stuck in local maxima, and 2) when the
object is completely or partially occluded, the object likelihood
is reduced leading to convergence to the wrong point. Recently
the tracking-by-detection algorithm has become popular for ob-
ject tracking [14, 17–19, 21, 25, 34]. The methodology behind these
models are similar to the discriminative object detection. Given
an initial object location, the goal of tracking-by-detection is to
train on-line a classifier to distinguish the tracked object from the
background. In each frame, the classifier is updated with the new
samples. So that, at frame f , the sampling space can be written
as {x+1 , x
+






2 , . . . , x
−
f }, where the x
+ and x− are the
positive and negative samples and underline numbers are the frame
index . However, under occlusion each training update can intro-
duce errors which may lead to tracking drift.
2.2 Occlusion Handling and Data Association
Typically, occlusion handling consists of two main steps: occlusion
detection and object retrieval. There are a number of algorithms
reported for occlusion detection [9, 30]. To make a clear distinction
between the target and occluders, Pan and Hu [30] proposed an
algorithm that continuously analyzed the occlusion situation using
spatiotemporal information. Dong et al. [9] proposed a tracking-by-
detection algorithm which progressively checks the occlusion of
the target patch using two distance measures. The first measure is
the occlusion threshold which estimates the distance between the
target patch and its surrounding patches, and the second measure is
defined as target distance, which is the distance between the target
patch and patches in the classifier-pool.
Object retrieval is a challenging step in occlusion handling. Al-
though object retrieval is straightforward when a single object
appears in the environment, the complexity of the object reacquir-
ing is increased if multiple moving objects need to be tracked. Data
association (DA) techniques are the most effective approaches to
handle the occlusion in crowded environments. DA can be viewed
as a multi target-management system that maintains the multiple
target identities over the course of tracking [2, 28]. In general, DA
is the process of matching information of newly observed objects
(measurement) with previously observed information (state) [2].
This procedure estimates the region that the targets expected to be
seen at the time t with regards to the past states xt−1. This region
is called the target дate and indicates the valid measurements to
contribute to the association process [4, 7, 11, 13, 26]. DA tech-
niques handle the occlusion problem by reacquiring lost objects
after occlusion using object detection algorithms. Obviously, the
data association performance greatly depends on the quality of the
detector, and also the type of objects that need to be tracked.
3 GROUP DYNAMIC TRACKING
The approximate distance of the jockeys from the fence at the turn-
ing point of the race is the key factor for evaluating the performance
of jockeys (see Figure 1). This paper is focused on the tracking stage.
To have a fully automated system, first, we need to extract the frame
sequences around the turning points (turning segment), then detect
jockeys at each segment and finally track and extract their trajec-
tory. The approach for extracting turning segments is reported in
our earlier work [15]. The detection of jockeys is accomplished by
locating of the jockey’s cap with using well-known histogram of
gradient (HOG) object detection framework [6]. The cap is selected
as the main feature of the detection algorithm due to three main
reasons: firstly, caps have a rigid and unique structure, secondly,
the occlusion between the jockeys’ caps is much less than the other
parts of jockeys, and thirdly, the colors of the caps are usually differ-
ent to the others, which reduces the uncertainty of tracking under
partial occlusion.
The backbone of the proposed tracking model is based on the
assumption that when objects are in a group, they tend to move
relative to each other following a similar motion pattern. This group
dynamic often gives an important cue to approximate the location
of an object, especially, when local information is poor or abrupt.
The tracking framework can be separated into three modules:
sampling, localization and data association. The aims of the sam-
pling module are to find the sample points that belong to the same
object and check the occlusion situation. For localization, two dif-
ferent strategies are used, namely, object-based and group-based
localization. Object-based localization is applied when the sample
points correctly represent the local object property. The group based
localization is used when the object local information does not prop-
erly represent the object, mainly due to occlusion and background
clutter. In general data association is consider as a multi-target
management system to maintain multiple jockeys’ identities over
time and initialize the tracking. The main task of data association
in our proposed framework is to automatically initialize the jockeys
tracking based on detection response.
3.1 Sampling
To reduced the feature ambiguities, the object features are sampled
from three different levels 1) point, 2) object and 3) group. The
sampling at point level rests on the assumption that the distributed
points over a cap template have the similar motion and color dis-
tribution as the cap itself. Accordingly, the combination of these
sample points are used to create the object level representation. The
group level information is built based on the assumption that the
jockeys should follow a similar movement pattern. Therefore the
location of any jockeys in the group can be estimated by finding its
relative motion to the motion of the group. The object template or
tracking windows (w) is represented by a rectangular patch around
the jockeys cap. The following features are constructed from the
object template,
• Point level motion cues, Up = (up,x ,up,y ), are estimated us-
ing the iterative pyramids Lucas-Kanade method [3] for all
sample points p.
• Object motion model,Uo = (u(o,x ),u(o,y)), refers to the tem-
plate displacement.
• Point level color cues (Hp ) refers to the color distribution of
15 × 15 rectangular patches around sample points. Hp are
estimated from histograms of hue and saturation channels
in HSV color space.
• Object level color cues (Ho ) refer to the color distribution of
the tracking window. Ho is created by accumulating all n





• Group motion model, Uд = (u(д,x ),u(д,y)), is estimated by






• Object relative speed, Ur = (u(r ,x ),u(r ,y)), refers to the rela-
tive speed which is element wise division of individual object





• Similarity measures, s , indicates how likely sample points p
are generated from object o. To measure this similarity the
histogram intersection [31] is used. It is especially suited to
comparing histograms for recognition in our case, because it
does not require the accurate separation of the object from
its background or occluding objects in the foreground. Using
the object colour distribution (Ho ) and point level colour






where j is the bin number of the histogram.
• Background motion,Ub = (u(b ,x ),u(b ,y)), refers to the domi-
nate motion in the frame.
To reduce uncertainty in localization, three type of filters are applied
on the above features, namely, cross-validation filter, motion filter
and ambiguity filter.
Cross validation filter applies the forward-backwards error esti-
mation [20] to find the stability of motion cues. With the sample
point p at frame I and its corresponding location p′ in the frame
I + 1, the backwards flow of point p′ to the frame I is computed.
The forward-backwards error εFB of a point p is defined as the
Euclidean distance between the original point and the forward-
backward prediction. In the filtering stage the points are removed




0 εFB ≥ α
1 elsewhere
. (5)
Motion filter uses binary classifier to remove the points that are
more likely generated from the background element. Knowing the
background motion (Ub ), object motion (Uo ) and the motion of
sample points (Up ), the motion filter is constructed by,
p =
{
0 d(Up ,Ub ) < d(Up ,Uo )
1 elsewhere
, (6)
where d is the Euclidean distance function.
Ambiguity filter is applicable when multiple tracked objects over-
lap each other, Fig. 2 a. In this case, some sample points that belong
to one object might move to the other and eventually causes track-
ing drift, Fig. 2 b. To avoid this situation the similarity measures
(Equation 4) of the points inside the overlap region are obtained
with respect to all k occluded objects. Assuming the sample point
originated from the object n, the point is removed if the similar-
ity measures to its own object template H(o,n) is not the highest
among all k objects. Eventually, if more than 50% of sample points
are removed by the ambiguity filter it specifies that the object is
occluded with other tracked objects, hence the group-based localiza-
tion should be used. The effect of the ambiguity filter is illustrated
in Fig. 2.
3.2 Localization
During occlusion, the local object information does not properly
represent the true properties of objects. To handle occlusion the
proposed system uses two types of localization methods named as
object-based and group based localization. Object-based localiza-
tion is used when the sample points correctly represent the object
appearance and motion information. The group based localization
is applied when the local information does not properly represent
the object, mainly due to occlusion and background clutter.
3.2.1 Object-based localization. Object-based localization deter-
mines the new location of tracking windows based on the features
that are extracted from point and object level. In this strategy, all
points are weighted with respect to their similarity measures s , and
then the tracking windows shifts by estimating the center of the






where n is number of sample points andMt (x,y) is the new center
of the tracking window.
Template updating is responsible to update the object appearance
model and create new sample points.Wherever the template is valid,
it is assumed that the object is not occluded by background element
or other tracked object, so that object appearance model can be
updated by,






H t−1o is last object level color cues and n is the number of sample
points
3.2.2 Group-based localization. Group-based localization approx-
imates the location of occluded objects using the group dynamic.
Two measures are used in here 1) Group motion that is determined
by Equation 2 and 2) object relative speed which obtains by Equa-
tion 3. From these two values, the new location of the object is
determined by moving the tracking window by,
Mt (x,y) = Mt−1(x + u(r ,x )u(д,x ),y + u(r ,y)u(д,y))) (9)
Mt−1andMt are the old and new location of the center of tracking
window respectively.
3.3 Data Association
The result of object detection algorithm often noisy and may in-
clude many false detections. Therefore the detection result cannot
be used directly for tracking initialization. We employ data asso-
ciation to initialize tracking from the noisy and uncertain detec-
tion respond. Let the trajectories of n jockeys’ caps at time t are
represented by the sequence of states, Xt = {x1t , . . . , x
n
t }, and the
measurements O be the output of the cap detection algorithm at
time t ,Ot = {o1t , . . . , o
m
t }. Our association task is to assign n tracks
tom new detected caps with the capability of initiating new jockeys
and terminating false trajectories. This problem can be simplified








c1,1 c1,2 · · · c1,n b1,(n+1) 0 · · · 0
c2,1 c2,2 · · · c2,n 0 b2,(n+2) · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
cm,1 cm,2 · · · cm,n 0 0 · · · bm,(n+m)
t(m+1),1 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 t(m+2),2 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · t(m+n),n 0 0 · · · 0

(10)
where the columns of the matrixA correspond to the tracks, and
the rows to possible jockeys. Each element of the assignment matrix
is equal to one association hypothesis. The sub matricesC , B andT
are responsible for assigning n tracks tom measurements, initiating
new and terminating ongoing trajectories. Let i be the row and j
be column of sub matrices in A then the association hypothesis of
these matrices are defined by
(1) Matrix, C , is the association hypothesis to assign objects to
the track, namely
ci , j =
{
1 + 1di , j if oi < r
0 elsewhere,
(11)
where d is the Euclidean distance between the center of
the detected cap and tracking window and r is radius of
searching area (Gate).
(2) Matrix, B, is the association hypothesis to initialized new
potential tracks, given by
bi ,(n+j) =
{
1 if i = j
0 elsewhere, (12)
Here the term potential new track is used because we delay
the decision about the birth of jockey until enough observa-
tions are collected from the association hypotheses.




1 if i = j
0 elsewhere. (13)
Once the assignment matrix is built, the data association is
treated as an assignment problem. To solve the assignment prob-
lem we used Katta and Murty algorithms [22]. With every newly
detected cap, the tracks states are updated according to three char-
acteristics, namely (1) potential track when there is not sufficient
evidence to prove the track belongs to the true jockeys, (2) con-
firmed track is a track that belongs to a valid jockeys, and (3) false
track is a track that comes from false alarm and should be deleted.
If the detected cap is assigned into the same potential track three
times over a five frame period, it is considered the new jockey has
arrived into a scene.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
To evaluate the final tracking system we conduct two different ex-
periments. The first step evaluates the performance of the tracking
and the data association together. In this experiment, we build the
ground truth data from ten turning segments and then annotate
Figure 2: The effect of the ambiguity filter. (a) object of interest before occlusion. (b) tracking result without the ambiguity
filter, and (c) tracking result with the ambiguity filter after occlusion.
Table 1: Tracking Performance for Ten Selected Videos
ID Totaljockeys
Detected
Cap Hit Miss CTR
Number of
Frames
h1 11 10 10 0 1 25
h2 12 12 11 1 0.91 50
h3 11 10 8 2 0.8 75
h4 12 12 12 0 1 50
h5 13 12 12 0 1 25
h6 12 12 12 0 1 25
h7 12 12 11 1 0.91 50
h8 12 10 9 1 0.90 25
h9 12 12 12 0 1 75
h10 12 12 12 0 1 25
the jockeys’ caps at the first and at the end of each segment. The
resolution test videos are 800 × 600 with frame rate of 25 frame per
second. The tracking is considered successful if the center of the
tracking box, matches the ground truth at the end of the tracking
course. The performance of a tracking algorithm is measured by
calculating the ratio of successfully tracked jockeys to the total
number of detected jockeys. This measurement is called the cor-
rect tracking ratio (CTR). Hit indicates the total number of correct
tracked jockeys and Miss is the number of unsuccessful tracking.
As can be seen the result on Table 1, the overall tracking accuracy
shows a promising result with average CTR of .94, wherein 9 out
of 10 cases the correct tracking ratio is above 0.90.
Here we should emphasize that the final tracking performance
in table 1 is based on detected cap rather than total jockeys. This is
because, if the cap not being detected three times over a five frame
sequence the tracking will not initialize. Therefore the initialization
process is directly related to object detection rather than tracking.
The effect of group dynamic on tracking without data associ-
ation can be seen in the second experiment. For this evaluation,
we manually initialize tracking at first frame. Here two long horse
race video footages ( around 250 frames) are used and the tracking
performance is estimated based on intersection over union (IoU)
methodology [29]. The ground truth data was built manually by
annotating the bounding box for each jockey at every tenth frame
of the video. Furthermore, to investigate the effect of the group
dynamic, we examine the output of the proposed model with kernel
correlation filter (KCF) [18]. As it is shown in Figure 3 the overall
performance of KCF is slightly better in comparison to the proposed
model for unocclouded objects. This is mainly due to the localization
strategy of the proposed tracking system. Localization of the pro-
posed tracking system is constantly shifting between object-based
and group-based. This shift causes a slight deviation of the tracking
bounding box. The benefit of the group dynamic became visible
when objects obscured by other objects. As it is shown in Figure 3,
the KCF lost the track of objects 2, 6 and, 9 in the first video (V1),
and object 6 in second video (V2).
5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a domain-specific framework to obtain
the trajectory of jockeys from the turning segments of the horse
race. The success of the proposed system is owed to the group
movement property of horse races. This paper was focused on
tracking the jockeys so that we used simple object detection to lo-
cate jockeys cap in the frame. For future work, we plan to apply deep
convolution neural networks to detect multiple parts of jockeys to
improve detection which consequently boosts data association and
automatic jockeys initialization performance.
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